Machine Operator
Netafim USA is the largest subsidiary of the global irrigation, agronomy, and automation
leader Netafim Ltd. Our business purpose is to “Help the world grow more with less”. The
world’s need for food is growing quickly and yet our global resources are limited. Netafim
provides agricultural solutions that enable the world to grow more food, using less water, in
a more sustainable way. We are a purpose driven company that was founded by farmers, for
farmers. As a subsidiary of a global company our people come from all over the world. They
share values such as mutual cooperation, loyalty, dedication, and team support. Our
employees work closely with our customers and are committed to providing quality service
to everyone we interact and do business with. Our US headquarters and manufacturing
facilities are located in Fresno, CA. We employ approximately 270 team members
throughout the US and over 5,000 team members globally. You can learn more about our
company and the Netafim experience at the following link https://youtu.be/1UziqnHCkmM
SUMMARY
The Machine Operator (MO) attends the extrusion production lines, TWD rewind lines, and landscape recoil
lines. The MO removes finished products from the line, collects On Line QC (OLQC) samples, process the
packaging of the finished products, and stack them according to production Work Orders (WO). During idle time,
the MO will keep the working environment clean and safe following the production department’s code SAFETY,
QUALITY, PRODUCTION in this order.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: (Other duties as assigned.)
Dependability
Run any of the winders, know, and use proper connectors, according to WO.
Able to do all functions of palletizing, which include stacking, labeling, weighing product, etc.
Will keep the required level of housekeeping at a tour ready condition.
Trained and follow all safety rules.
Will acquire OLQC samples as required and will check pipe appearance, winding quality, pipe print, couplers, etc.
Will assist other team members to be effective in their assignments.
Will follow the dress code.
Perform other duties as required.
SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES
None
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS include the following.
Able to work rotating shifts.
EDUCATION and/or EXPERIENCE
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HS diploma or equivalent
LANGUAGE SKILLS
Fluent in English. Good verbal and written skills desired
SKILLS
Basic math skills
Good communication skills (oral and written)
Basic computer literacy

DESIRED TRAITS AND CHARACTERISTICS
Self -motivated
Able to work with little or no supervision
High sensitivity to quality
Computer literate
Mechanical aptitude
PHYSICAL DEMANDS
Must be able to lift up to 70 lbs. continually, for an eight to twelve hour shift.
CERTIFIATES, LICENSES, REGISTRATIONS
None
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